
Challenge to 
increasing 

productivity

Increasing productivity through 
effective business operations

Strengthening relations with our customers More muscular organization

Profitability Asset management capabilities Consulting capabilities

● Reform of branch operations

● IT strategy

● ICT strategy

● Strengthening indirect 

(non-face-to-face) channels

● FinTech

Issues

Initiatives

Main theme the Bank
should aim for

For some customer services, 

we have adopted the “Pepper” 

robot developed and provided 

by SoftBank Robotics Corp. It 

has been deployed at some of 

our branches as we develop 

new ways of communicating 

with our customers, to provide 

excellent services using 

robotics and artificial 

intelligence.

A heartfelt welcome

The “Pepper” robot is at our branches!

Measures for online settlement and 

electronic money charge

One year has passed since the launch of “Money Forward for SHIGA 

BANK” automated bookkeeping and asset management services. The 

number of downloads is increasingly steadily.

We will continue to consider cooperation aimed at providing new 

financial services in the FinTech business field.

Whenever, wherever! Useful new features

The number of downloads for “Money 

Forward for SHIGA BANK” is increasing

The Bank has announced its participation in “Japan Bank Consortium,” 

in a move to promote discussion of new remittance and settlement 

services using blockchain technologies (distributed ledger 

technology).

Currently, 56 financial institutions including the Bank participate in 

this consortium (as of April 2017).

Blockchain is a revolutionary core financial technology of FinTech. 

It is expected to improve the stability of computer systems at financial 

institutions and enable creation of flexible and efficient systems.

Consideration for use of blockchain technology

Announcement of participation in 

“Japan Bank Consortium” To meet diversifying customer settlement needs, the Bank has enabled 

online settlement from Shiga Bank accounts and e-money charging 

(making deposits).

This enables users to immediately withdraw sums for purchase 

payments directly from their bank accounts and make online deposits 

to e-money accounts.

We are taking further measures to improve customer convenience 

by forming partnerships with companies that provide settlement 

services, which are in strong demand.

Compliant services

This service enables the use of a Shiga Bank 
account for settlement of transactions with 
“Yahoo! Auctions” and “Yahoo! Shopping.”

Customers can credit “LINE Pay” e-money 
accounts from their bank accounts using our 
service.

Customers can credit “Rakuten Edy” e-money 
accounts from their bank accounts using our 
service.

Yahoo! Wallet

Yahoo! Money

Rakuten Edy

LINE Pay
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Against a background of changes in the economic environment and in 

customer trends (linked with population decrease, aging population, 

the spread of convenience stores and smartphones, etc.), the operating 

environment surrounding our branches is about to change significant-

ly due in part to the remarkable progress in recent years in ICT.

To respond to the increasingly diversifying needs of customers 

and to provide them with tailored services, it is necessary to under-

stand accurately the expected functions of our branches and to switch 

to administration methods and facilities as well as systems better 

adapted to the times.

Against this backdrop, the Bank launched “Operational Overhaul 

Project Team” and, driven by a radical awareness of the need for 

reform, is taking measures to improve productivity and enhance the 

satisfaction of both customers and employees.

Reform of branches

The number of customers coming to our established branches is falling 

due to population decline, declining birthrate, aging population, the 

rapid development of online business and social interaction, increased 

usage of smartphones and similar devices and other trends. At the 

same time, with greater use of online banking and ATMs, customer 

expectations of bank branches as a marketing channel have also 

changed greatly.

Under these circumstances, the Bank is making adjustments to 

branch functions to address new market characteristics and trends. By 

specifying clearer roles for individual branches, the Bank aims to 

improve customer convenience and upgrade services as well as 

strengthen its business posture and optimize its use of corporate 

resources.

In branch initiatives within Shiga Prefecture, the Bank will take 

measures to further improve services by creating a business posture 

that better meets customer needs, while duly noting changing 

demographics and regional characteristics and growth potential. This 

means shifting from branches of offering full branch banking services 

to branches with specific functions including sub-branches and 

representative offices.

In business initiatives outside the prefecture, the Bank opened 

Kyoto Branch in 1938, Osaka Branch in 1941, and Tokyo Branch in 1946, 

becoming one of the earliest “wide-area regional banks.”

In new branch openings outside the prefecture in recent years, the 

Bank has established branches specializing in corporate business. 

These chiefly target SMEs, as part of the new “exuding strategy” for 

branches, in which a certain volume of business is achieved through 

business approaches that make maximum use of local and interper-

sonal connections and knowledge – rather than growing through rapid 

openings of a string of new branches with the sole object of boosting 

volumes.

Going forward, we consider it strategically necessary to focus on 

the software rather than the hardware given expectations of further 

change in the social and economic structure against a background of 

declining population and innovation in the technologies of AI and the 

IoT. We are committed to equipping branches with smart technologies 

using FinTech and expanding services that enable completion of 

procedures without coming to a branch, to position us to better meet 

diversifying customer needs.

Branch strategy

In the past, while shares of some of the consolidated subsidiaries of the 

Bank had been part-owned by companies outside the Group, we have 

converted these subsidiaries into wholly-owned subsidiaries by 

purchasing those shares from these external entities.

We aim to continue to speed up decision-making and strengthen 

corporate governance at the Group and will provide comprehensive 

financial services on an even more integrated basis through strength-

ened partnerships within the Group.

Reform of affiliates

As a measure for improving productivity of the Headquarters  organiza-

tion, on June 27, 2017, the Financial Markets & International Depart-

ment was newly established by integrating the Financial Markets 

Department and International Department. By concentrating the 

investment and international finance expertise we have built up over 

the years in the Financial Markets & International Department, we aim 

to foster a talent team with enhanced competence in markets and 

create an organization that can generate earnings by proactively taking 

on risks.

Through its partnership with the Business Promotion Department, 

the Financial Markets & International Department is focusing on 

offering a one-stop consultancy service for corporations, and making 

efforts in “the reinforcement of the overall proposal capability “ 

including the overseas development support of the business partner.

Financial Markets & International Department

Organizational reform at the Headquarters

As the importance of non-face-to-face channels grows, on June 27, 

2017, we transformed the direct channel group of the Business 

Promotion Department to the Direct Sales Office of the same Depart-

ment. Through this move, we aim to improve customer convenience 

by stepping up direct sales using call centers.

Direct Sales Office of the Business Promotion Department
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Basic policies of ICT strategy

Improving conve-
nience and custom-

er satisfaction

Improving the pro-
ductivity of business 

operations

Providing wor-
ry-free, secure ICT 

services

Leveraging ICT

Expanding financial services

Streamlining business operations and 
ensuring risk control

Creating a system enabling implementation of 
strategic management policies

 

 

 

 

  

 

Contributing to greater convenience and customer satisfaction using ICT
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The rapid spread of the smartphone has made it possible to use many 

services at “anytime” and “anywhere,” with greater speed and ease of use 

than ever. Going forward, we also expect accelerating development in 

ICT with improvements in transmission speed and wider use of AI.

In response to the development of ICT, the financial industry has 

likewise begun to develop new services through FinTech measures.

Under these circumstances, the Bank attaches even more impor-

tance as management issues to providing new services that meet 

customer needs by leveraging ICT and improving the productivity of 

conventional operations.

Meanwhile, the Bank’s computer system is one of the important 

parts of public infrastructure, and is expected to have a robust ICT 

platform to ensure provision of secure and reliable financial services.

To ensure the Bank keeps one step ahead while ensuring reliability, 

it has designated ICT is one of the pivots of its business strategy. It has 

basic policies of ICT strategy: (1) contributing to greater convenience 

and customer satisfaction through ICT; (2) improving the productivity 

of business operations; and (3) working to provide worry-free, secure 

ITC services.

In line with its basic policies of ICT strategy, the Bank is committed 

to proactively mobilizing ICT to understand our customers even better 

and provide high value-added services by aiming for (1) “expanding 

financial services” to provide accurate responses to customer needs; (2) 

further “streamlining business operations and ensuring risk control”; 

and (3) “creating a system to realize strategic management policies” in 

a flexible and scalable way.

ICT strategy
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